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Introduction

**Medical skepticism is defined as** “global doubts regarding the ability of [conventional] medical care to alter health status appreciably.”1 Research has shown that medical skepticism is independently associated with lower health care utilization, fewer health-related preventive measures, a higher percentage of unhealthy behaviors, as well as younger age and less education.1 Participation in social media is widely recognized as a powerful influence on people’s beliefs regarding all matters of life. We hypothesized that frequency of use of social media may serve as a barometer as to how different individuals form opinions with respect to the effectiveness and safety of health-related behaviors and medical interventions. Interestingly, very few studies to date have focused on the potential impact of both tendencies toward medical skepticism and the extent to which patients engage in social media on the frequency of traditional, complementary, alternative, and integrative medicine (TCAIM) services utilized by patients with chronic illnesses. This study was designed to fill this gap by exploring these associations using real-world data.

Methods

We used data from MIDUS, a national longitudinal study of health and well-being.2 The database includes multidisciplinary variables such as psychological factors (e.g., personality traits), demographic variables (e.g., socioeconomic standing), as well as a wide range of self-reported health-related indices. This study drew on MIDUS III (data from 2013 to 2014), and was composed of 3294 people. Using the database, tendency toward medical skepticism was measured using the following item: “When I am sick, getting better is in the doctor’s hands.” We operationalized “medical skepticism” in such a way that we considered any response indicating disagreement on this item as a self-reported tendency toward medical skepticism (disagree a little, disagree somewhat, disagree strongly), otherwise, coded 0. Notably, while the item chosen logically taps into the medical skepticism construct, defined as doubts about the ability of conventional medical care to appreciably alter health status,1 alternative interpretations may be considered as well, as discussed later in this article.

Regarding social media usage, the MIDUS III study asked participants to indicate how often they use social media, including Facebook, Twitter, Skype, text messages, and chat rooms. As a dependent variable, we used the MIDUS III participants’ self-reported frequency of TCAIM visits in the previous 12 months for acupuncture, energy healing, herbal medicine, homeopathy, spiritual healing, chiropractic, massage, meditation and imagery techniques, hypnosis, special diet, megavitamins, and biofeedback.

In addition to self-reported demographic information as well as subjective physical and mental health indices, other available psychological measures were also included in all the regression analyses as covariates, based on the literature, although they are not reported here.

We used a multivariate linear regression in stepwise mode using two steps. In the first step, we added the theory variables social media use and medical skepticism tendency and in the second step we added the interaction between our two theory variables.
Results

Variance explained by the three regression models ranges from 21.8% to 42%. Results (Table 1) show that for both musculoskeletal and gastrointestinal disorders, people with a tendency toward medical skepticism used TCAIM more frequently than nonskeptics. Second, the interaction effect for social media use and tendency toward medical skepticism was consistent across the three medical conditions, indicating that social media use was associated with increased TCAIM frequency but only for people with skeptic tendency.

Discussion

Using real-world data from over 3000 adults (based on the MIDUS III data set), we explored the impact of engagement in social media and tendency toward medical skepticism on individuals’ frequency of recourse to TCAIM across three chronic medical categories. The findings suggest that social media activity could be positively linked to TCAIM use only for people with medical skepticism tendencies. This result is consistent with and adds insight to previous research.

It should be emphasized that although a secondary analysis of survey data such as MIDUS may help scholars to gain new insights, relying on single-item self-report measures increases the potential for error and impedes discovering an alternative explanation for the effect. Specifically, the skepticism item may be interpreted as health locus of control, which assesses respondents’ perceptions of the importance of factors governing their own health or illness. Alternative interpretations of the item provided by our data set may indeed cause a degree of construct ambiguity. Future research should rule out such alternative explanations. Furthermore, this method of research does not provide researchers with the opportunity to include all relevant factors, such as the location of the patient and the availability of TCAIM in this area, the specific type and nature of the social media communication used, or other motivations for using TCAIM.
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